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This book is published to arouse a greater interest in studying Scriptures
on Financing New Testament
Christianity
that the divine plan may be followed by individual Chri stians
and congregations. No attempt has been made to write consecutively but rather that each chapter be a separate study.
We do not desire or expect our comments to be accepted as
final, but as suggestions of the greater benefits to be secured
through an awakened interest in a study of the subject. It
being the desire of all concerned that the subject and not the
authors be remembered, their names are not given.
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Every Christian
should read and keep
this book for a handy
reference.

I.

FINANCING
Who Should Give? How Much? Why?
These questions always arise when the need for g1vmg is
presented. Heb. 7 :l-2. "For this Melchisedec, King of Salem,
priest of the most high God, who met Abraham returning
from the slaughter of the kings, and blessed him; To whom
also Abraham gave a tenth part of all; first being by interpretation King of righteousness,
and after that also King of
Salem, which is, King of Peace."
So far as we know Abraham's giving a tenth was voluntary.
- Jacob also, before he possessed any property, purposed in
his heart to give a tenth of all his income. When it became
necessary for God to give a law for governing Israel. He demanded a tenth as a minimum, and this la w applied individually to His people. Abraham and Jacob were servants of
God .
Christ and the apostles taught the disciples to give, "Every
one of you." So it would seem in all ages God's people gave;
in fact, giving liberally is necessary in order for a Christian
to build the kind of a character that will enable the soul to
appreciate things Divine. Every Christian, therefore, must
give of his material possessions.
Just why Abraham and Jacob decided to give a tenth can
not be determined except they so determined in their hearts.
Thus we have giving under the Patriarchal age as a voluntary
act; under the Mosaic age it was a requirement;
under the
Christian age it is voluntary. Giving a tenth is not bound on
Christians by law, but they are bound to purpose and to
purpose means to consider carefully and decide before giving;
and each may determine to give a tenth, fifth , fourth, one-half,
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or like the widow give all. One cannot measure the amount of
his gift by what another gives.
We must give liberally and cheerfully because such giving
combats covetousness, one of the strongest emotions a Christian has to control
Every institution must be financed. The Lord has provided
for the financing of the divine institution by its subjects. They
are all in debt to Him. Their "Reasonable service," is to give
Him their "living bodies." This includes all they have and all
they are. The gifts we make, "According as we are prospered"
are but portions of what we owe Him. God has provided that
we may pay Him a part of our accumulating debt each, "First
day of the week." If we are interested, if we love Him with our
"soul, mind and body," our contribution will be liberal. They
who give should (Matt. 6 :12), "Take heed that ye do not
your alms before men, to be seen of them: otherwise ye have
no reward of your Father which is in hea ve n. Therefore, when
thou doest thine alms, do not sound a trumpet before thee,
as the hypocrites do in the synagogues and in the streets, that
they may have glory of men. Verily I say unto you, They have
their reward ." He who gives because he loves God, loves the
truth, loves the brethren, loves the unconverted world, "Is
purchasing for himself a good foundation." To give a nickle,
dime, or quarter, when we should ha ve given a dollar, five
dollars, or some larg er amount is laying a flimsy foundation
upon which to build a Christian character.
A Christian who can live can give something. The individual
who plans his living first and his giving afterwards cannot
expect the Lord to consider him either a cheerful or liberal
giver. Every week ha s a first day. Every Christian is expected
to meet the Lord that day and pray, sing, and pay on the debt
we owe Him. And the rich man who gives $10, $20, $50, or
any other amount is not paying and cannot pay the two cents
the poor owe and should have paid. When we give, we are not
to be governed primarily by what our gift will do for the
cause for which we are giving but what it will do for the
8

giver for "It is more blessed to give than to recei ve." It is not ·
the amount of the gift that pleases the Lord the most but the
amount of sac rifice the giver is willing to m ake toward th e
furtherance of the kingdom, and God is able to make the two
cents go further in impressing the minds of men than the
gift of the hundred dollar giver will go with les s sa crifice .
Kind reader, do you think these statements are too strong?
A careful reading of the following Scriptures referred to in
thi s book will convince you that the sta tement s made by the
Lord and His Apostles are much stronger.
We earnestly beseech that , in connection w ith a st udy of
this subject, you go to God in devoted, since re, con scientious
pra ye r . Jesus prayed all night . Paul said, " I will that men pray
every where," "Pray for me ." Solomon prayed for w isdom .
We should pray that we may und ers tand and have courage
to do our duty in carrying out the Di vine Plan in giving of
our means in the support and furtherance of the gospel.

II.

PREACHERS
The question of giving ha s been, is and probably w ill continue to be a "haunted hou se" question for preachers. The very
mention of money brings a feeling of alarm to the sincere,
conscientious preacher .
Some fear that if they teach the truth on the subject, repro ve, rebuke folks for not giving; urge a more liberal contribution, they will be consid ered "a lover of mone y," discredited,
di sliked, and even despised as a preacher of the gospel. The
preacher who mentions his needs directly or indirectly is often
referred to as "a beggar." Bro. A. saw a preacher coming and
said, "I wonder how much money he wants this time? " This
Bro. A made a financial deal the nex t yea r and lost several
thousand dollars. This did not break him; he went on with
business. He fed and dressed his family, bought new cars,
9

in other words, his business went on. $1,000 would have put
the preacher out of debt, bought his family some of the things
they actually needed and released his car that he had mortgage to buy bread.
Here the preacher, perhaps, was more to be blamed than
Bro. A. Timidity, and lack of courage caused him to leave a
part of the gospel out of his preaching, and when the law of
God is violated, neglected, or forsaken the consequences must
be borne.
It is said that preachers are "not financiers," "not good business men," "they do not know how to handle money." If this
be true, how in the world do they and their families live on
what they get? The income of most preachers is not more than
half, and many times less than half that received by the
average family in the congregations where he labors. Yes, it is
possible that preachers sometimes waste some money, but as
a rule there is more waste among the givers.
It is well, however, that when the preacher neglects a part
of the gospel that the results should come upon him to
chastise, or rebuke. The majority of preachers need to be
severely criticized for not learning and then preaching just
what the word of the Lord tells His people to do in the
way of financing the church. If each preacher would preach at
least one sermon on the question of giving at each place he
visits, the membership would learn the truth, give more liberally, cheerfully, gladly, and of a "willing mind." The church
would prosper, selfishness would be combated, multitudes
would hear the gospel, who have never heard it. The Lord's
plan is the best plan.

III.

GIVE THE FIRST AND TIIE BEST
Exodus 23 :19. "The first of the firstfruits of thy land thou
shalt bring into the house of the Lord thy God. Thou shalt not
10

seethe a kid in his mother's milk."
Numbers 18 :12. "All the best of the oil, and all the best of
the wine, and of the wheat, the firstfruits of them which they
shall offer unto the Lord, them have I given thee."
Deut. 18 :4. "The firstfruits also of thy corn, of thy wine,
and of thine oil, and the first of the fleeece of thy sheep, shalt
thou give him."
Matt. 6 :31-34. "Therefore take no thought, saying What
shall we eat? or, What shall we drink? or, Where withal shall
we be clothed?
(For after all these things do the Gentiles
seek:) for your heavenly Father knoweth that ye have need
of all these things . But seek ye first the Kingdom of God,
and his righteousness;
and all these things shall be added
unto you. Take therefore no thought for the morrow: For
the morrow shall take thought for the things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof."
Col. 3 :1-2. "If ye then be risen with Christ, seek those things
which are above, where Christ sitteth on the right hand of
God. Set your affections on things above, not on things of the
earth."
2 Tim.2 :6. "The husbandman that lauboureth must be first
partaker of the fruits."
On the question of giving the Lord demanded the first
income and the best of that first . This demand was made of
the Jews; also of the Chri stians. The gift must also be "Without spot of blemish." Ill-gotten gain when given may help the
receiver, but brings no ben efit to the giver.
Things Divine should have our first consideration; so before
providing for ourselves, we must first, out of each income,
determine how much of it we shall give as service unto the
Lord . If we can use our credit to purchase a home , a car,
or any other material substance beyond the actual needed,
"food and raiment," we should first use that credit in behalf
of the furtherance of the blood-purchased divine institution.
Malachi 3 :8-11. "Will a man rob God? Yet ye have robbed
me, But ye say, \Vherein have we robbed thee? In tithes and
11

offerings. Ye are cursed with a curse: for ye have robbed
me, even this whole nation. Bring ye all the tithes into the
storehouse, that there may be meat in mine house, and prove
me now herewith, saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not open
you the windows of heaven, and pour you out a blessing, that
there shall not be room enough to receive it. And I will rebuke
the devourer for your sakes, and he shall not destroy the
fruits of your ground; neither shall your vine cast her fruit
before the time in the field, saith Lord of hosts (Matt. 23 :23.)
Malachi gave us this statement nearly four hundred years
before Christ whose coming he prophesied and urges Israel
to return to God. It seems that the people were not aware that
they had been robbing God. They had become so interested
in their material existence that they forgot to retain in their
minds that they owed God thanks for their existence and for
the material necessities, comforts and pleasures which had
been given them. Their indulgence in the material pleasures
blinded their eyes to the purer, higher and better things, causing them to neglect the tithes which God required them to
place in His treasury. This tenth they were to give besides
other contributions, gifts, and sacrifices, failing to do so God
tells them they have robbed Him.
This statement is connected with the prophecies concerning
Christ's coming and sets forth the condition of Israel's mind
which condition was still prevalent when the Lord appeared.
It seems, therefore, that it should have special consideration
by Christians lest they find themselves "robbing God." The
New Covenant has "better promises" and it seems its recipients should be willing to make greater sacrifices and give
more liberally to its advancement and support. If Israel could
give a tenth, a fifth, a fourth, a third, or one-half, it is certain
Christians must give liberally, willingly and continuously.
How much? As a man "purposes in his heart." How could
it be less than a tenth? If we spend nine-tenths on things that
perish with the using, shouldn't we be glad to spend a tenth
or more for the things which are eternal? A careful study of
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the scriptures grouped in the following articles of this Review
should give the reader a clear understanding
of the subject;
and enable him to realize that the first consideration of a
Christian should not be to "make a living" but to see that the
gospel is preached to the lost.
Luke 6 :38. "Give, and it shall be given unto you; good
measure, pressed down, and shaken together, and running
over, shall men give into your bosom. For with the same
measure that ye mete withal it shall be measured to you
again."

IV.

TREASURESIN HEAVEN
Matt. 6 :19-21. "Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon
earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves
break through and steal: but lay up for yourselves treasures
in heaven, where neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, and
where thieves do not break through nor steal: For where your
treasure is, there will your heart be also." (Luke 12 :22-34,
14:28.)
The Saviour sets forth a number of principles, results and
reasons for giving. It seems easy for rri.en to get real joy
laying up treasures on earth. To do so is not considered by
them a burden, and they get a genuine pleasure in having,
"treasures laid up on earth." A deeper feeling and greater
pleasure should be connected with laying up "treasuers in
heaven." This attitude can only be acquired through studious
development. It is certain the Lord is here talking about
money which may be lost so long as it remains in earthly
depositories, but when put in heaven, it can not be stolen
and will not decay. If deposited on earth, we die and leave it;
if placed in heaven, death enables us to retain it, many times
increased.
Our services are not acceptable unless they come from the
13

heart. It takes the accompanying of the heart impressions to
realize the value of anything; hence if our treasures are on
earth, our hearts will be there. It is impossible to separate
our hearts from our treasures, so if we would have heart
impressions in heaven we must have our treasures there.
In order to send our hearts to heaven, we must spend our
earthly treasure for things heavenly. "As he thinketh in his
heart so is he ." (Prov. 23 :7.) If our treasures are invested in
things on the earth we shall remain earthly, our conceptions,
purposes, and plans will be measured by earthly things.
The Lord knew our nature, so He emphasizes the importance
of putting our treasures in heaven.
The individual who has more money invested in earthly
possessions than he has put into the furtherance of the cause
of Christ shows plainly that the first desire of his heart is in
earthly treasures. He who thinks more of a home in heaven
than of an earthly home will make his heavenly investments
first. Investing in spiritual things tends to develop spiritual
nature; investing in material things tends to develop our
material nature .
Matt . 21 :12-13. "And Jesus went into the temple of God,
and cast out all of them that sold and bought in the temple,
and overthrew the tables of the moneychangers, and the seats
of them that sold doves, And said unto them, It is written,
My house shall be called the house of prayer; but ye have
made it a den of thieves." (Mark 11 :15-17, Luke 19 :45-46,
John 2 :14-16.)
Paul said the church the Lord built "Is the house of
God ." Jesus told the moneychangers
they had made the
"House of prayer a den of thieves." They were using this
opportunity not to render service but to obtain material gain .
A plain condemnation of our using the church as a cloak in
our commercial affairs. To use the church as a means of securing a livelihood or increasing material wealth is to become
"a thief." When a preacher allows the amount of his remuneration to influence what, when, or where he preaches, he is
14

robbing God, denying himself of Heaven's approval, and bringing upon himself a plain denunciation. When any member
attends church or engages in any religious activity solely
in order that he may have a better financial standing or promote his material interest, he robs himself of spiritual benefits,
hardens his heart and brings reproach upon the church.

V.

EARTHLY POSSESSIONS HINDER
Matt. 19 :21-30. "Jesus said unto him, if thou will be perfect,
go and sell that thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou
shalt have treasure in heaven: and come and follow me. But
when the young man heard that saying, he went away sorrowful : for he had great possessions."
"Then said Jesus unto his disciples, Verily I say unto you,
That a rich man shall hardly enter into the kingdom of
heaven. And again I say unto you, It is easier for a camel
to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter
into the kingdom of God. When his disciples heard it, they
were exceedingly amazed, saying, Who then can be saved?
But Jesus beheld them, and said unto them, With men this
is impossible; but with God all things are possible.
"Then answered Peter and said unto him, Behold, we have
forsaken all, and followed thee; what shall we have therefore? And Jesus said unto them, Verily I say unto you, That
ye which have followed me, in the regeneration when the Son
of man shall sit in the throne of his glory, ye also shall sit
upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel.
And every one that hath forsaken houses, or brethren, or
sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or children, or lands,
for my name's sake, shall receive an hundredfold, and shall
inherit everlasting life. But many that are first shall be last;
and the last shall be first." (Mark 10 :17-31; Luke 18 :18-30.)
James 1 :10-11. "But the rich in that he is made low: because
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as the flower of th e grass he sha ll pass away. For the sun is
no sooner ri sen with a burning heat, but it withereth the
grass, and the flower thereof falleth, and the grace of the
fashion of it perisheth: so also shall the rich man fade away
in his ways."
Jame s 2 :6-7. "But ye have despised the poor. D o not rich
men oppress you, and draw you before the judgment seats?
Do not the y blaspheme that worthy name by the which ye are
called?"
James 5 :1-4. "Go to now, ye rich men, weep and howl for
your miseries that shall come upon you. Your riches are
corrupted, and your garments are moth eaten. Your gold and
silver is cankered; and the rust of them shall be a witness
against you, and shall eat your flesh as it were fire. Ye have
heaped treasure together for the last days. Behold, the hire of
the labourers who have reaped down your field s, which is of
you kept back by fraud, crieth: and the cries of them which
have reaped are entered into the ears of the Lord of sabaoth."
The Saviour "knew man," realized the handicap earthly
pos sess ions are to spiritual development, told the young man
to sell what he had and give to the poor. So long as the young
man's mind was burdened with earthly possessions he could
not come to the Lord. It was not a sin to have the possessions,
but was a sin to gi ve them fir st place in his mind. In order to
become followers of Je sus Christ, we must put our mind in a
condition for spiritual development . This can be done only by
making Him first in every consideration. The young man
showed that his posses sio ns were more important to him than
was Christ. If we would come to Christ, we must make Him
first, supreme, all important . It seems that man y make property, earthly possessions, th eir first concern. Some with very
modest pos sess ions see m to do so. It would be better to go
through the world empty-handed
than to have our hearts'
interest di vided. Th e Lord teaches "A man's life doth not
consist of the abundance of the things he possesseth." A man
is measured by the purposes, intents, thoughts, that direct his
16

activities. To work "to give" is following the divine injunction, traveling in the path that tends to develop a character
fitted for heaven; but to work "to hold" is traveling in a
path that tends to mold a character that could not enjoy
heaven if allowed to go there. God will not permit unhappiness
in heaven, therefore, He will prevent every character's entering heaven that has not been developed in a way to enjoy the
unselfishness of all things there.
It is hard for a rich man to divorce his heart from his riches,
his possessions being with him. It is not impossible for a man
with riches to put himself so completely in the hands of God
as to be stripped of all selfishness, carnal desires and ambitions. The camel could not go through the eye of the needle
without God's help. God can put the camel through the
needle's eye and with God's help it is possible for the rich
man to humble, efface and submit himself so completely to
the revealed principles of Jehovah as to secure an abundant
entrance into a full enjoyment of the things in heaven. It
seems tha tthey who would meet heaven's requirements would
spend their possessions in the furtherance of the principles
of the kingdom and not leave them to be inherited by persons
who care but little for the church or its founder.
The apostles realized it was humanly impossible, within
ourselves, to overcome the influence of earthly possessions.
No wonder they exclaimed "Who then can be saved?" and
Jesus confirmed their fears "With man this is impossible."
When we attempt to overcome the influence of possessions by
human reasoning or efforts, we fail, however, "With God all
things are possible ." God has provided us with instructions,
directions and commands that will, if consecratedly followed,
overcome the baneful influence of "possessions." But Jesus
wants us to understand that he that has possessions will be
tempted, buffeted, ensnared, in fact, tried to the utmost, so
that the only escape is to be found when completely submitting himself and possessions, to the use of things divine.
1 Tim . 6 :17-19. "Charge them that are rich in this world,
17

that they be not highminded, nor trust in uncertain riches,
but in the living God, who giveth us richly all things to enjoy;
That they do good, that they be rich in good works, ready to
distribute, willing to communicate; Laying up in store for
themselves a good foundation against the time to come, that
they may lay hold on eternal life."
We are not to understand that the rich are condemned because they are rich, nor the poor because they are poor.
The apostles make it clear that the rich should not depend
on their riches to put them in heaven's favor, but that they
should cultivate the spirit of liberality and thereby lay up
treasures in heaven. Again let us say it is not having riches
that condemns but the misuse of them. God made all things
for us to enjoy, but Christians should at all times be ready
to share their joys with others less fortunate. Some try to
find fault with others who have property because of their
possessions. It is a mistaken idea to think that every individual must dispose of all he has to become a Christian or to
live a Christian life.
The poor must use of their possessions to advance the cause
and the rich likewise are to use of their possessions to purchase for themselves "A good foundation." The Lord has left
it with each to purpose in his own heart how much he should
give and the Lord knows when one is a liberal giver and will
reward for liberality. The spiritual benefits are much greater
in this present, Christian age than they were in any previous age.
The Aspostle Peter who had been trained under the Jewish
system, where earthly possessions were considered as divine
approval, asked, "What shall we receive?" Since not "One
jot or tittle" of the law was to pass until all was fulfilled.
Jesus answered, they that "have followed me in the regeneration" (passing from Judaism to Christianity), were to have
a " hundredfold" in that present world, age or time. The
apostles admitted when Jesus sent them out, "without script"
under the first commission, "they lacked nothing" and were
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also to receive under the new law or kingdom "eternal life."
Beginning on Pentecost, the last commission to "Preach the
gospel to every creature" they would be expected to use whatever earthly possessions they had toward their support, advising them that under the system of the New Covenant they
might be allowed by the church to go naked, hungry and
destitute .

VI.

THE WIDOW'S MITE
Mark 12 :41-44. "And Jesus sat over against the treasury,
and beheld how the people cast money into the treasury; and
many that were rich cast in much. And there came a certain
poor widow, and she threw in two mites, which make a
farthing. And he called unto him his disciples, and saith unto
them, Verily I say unto you, That this poor widow hath cast
more in, than all they which have cast into the treasury: For
all they did cast in of their abundance : but she of her want did
cast in all that she had, even all her living." (Luke 21 :1-4.)
The question of sacrifice is here emphasized by the Lord.
They that cast much into the treasury were not condemned for
so doing, but their act was not entitled to special commendation; they evidently had not made a sacrifice. Out of their
"abundance" their "much" was only a part of their possessions,
perhaps only a small part, though the total gift of all must
have been a considerable sum; considered by the keepers of
the temple as a great offering, but the two cents given by
the widow was more in the eyes of Divinity than the total
amount given by all the others because this poor woman
had given all her living. "I can give the widow's mite" is
often heard by people making donations, but they that use
the expression do not meet this case for on investigation it
will often be found they gave only a part of what they had,
not all. People are known to give all the money they have in
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their pocket but they have something to live on elsewhere.
Some of the others even the rich could have given all they
possessed, but they didn't. Their gifts did not interfere with
their living; evidently they did not deny themselves a single
comport or actual necessity of life in order to make their
contributions. No doubt they could have used their gifts to
purchase for themselves something they could have used,
but when this woman "gave all her living" she sacrificed
necessities, had to do without. It is this sacrifice the Lord
commends, not because the Lord desires suffering, but because
such denial, such sacrifice enriches the soul. It did but little for
the treasury, it could not purchase much for the Lord's cause,
but the soul of the giver was enriched far beyond that of
the givers who cast in most, because they had not sacrificed.
Givers should not permit themselves to think of their gifts
as the "Widow's mite" unless it is all they have. To do so
might rob them of the benefit they could have received by
their giving . Usually givers provide for their living, their
comforts, their necessities, then give a part of what they have
left; hold back something for a "rainy day."

VII.

MATERIALPOSSESSIONS
Luke 9 :58. "And Jesus said unto him, Foxes have holes, and
birds of the air have nests; but the Son of man hath not where
to lay his head."
The man who would follow Jesus Christ must first deny
himself. His interest in thing s of thi s world mu st be superseded by his interest in things spiritual. Jesus set the example,
in that He did not acquire material possessions, not even a
material home . His body required material food, clothing, and
rest as does ours; but His interest in things spiritual so completely absorbed His mind, that He did not provide for the
material necessities in advance, but left them to be cared for
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as the needs arose . A high standard indeed . A standard every
Christian should strive to attain, "Having food and raiment
be therewith content," "Let every da y provide for itself ." A
strong exhortation and one th at sur ely will te st the real spirituality of every Christian, but a condition not impossible to
attain . They who do so may suffer in the flesh, experience a
shortage of food , shortag e of clothing, even destitution , hunger
and cold. "And if children , then heirs ; heirs of God, and jointheirs with Christ; if so be we suffer with him, that we may be
also glorified together. For I reckon that the suff ering s of this
present time are not worthy to be compared with the glory
which shall be revealed in us."
1 Cor. 4 :11-12. "E ven unto thi s present hour we both
hunger, and thirst and are naked, and are buffeted , and having
no certain dwelling place ; and lab our, working with our own
hands: being reviled, we bless; being persecuted, we suffer it."
The Corinthian brethren were rich in comparison to the
poverty Paul endured in order t o preach the gospel. Ha ving
been a man of high education , social standing, and with his
material wants well provided for, this poverty was surely a
trying ordeal. He does not relate his condition in an attitude
or angle of complaint, but for instruction to the church and
as an eample to the preachers that were to follow . They should
not give up the field to escape hardships, neither should they
go about complaining.
Paul also shows that the preacher should inform the
brethren for whom he labors just what his needs are and not
become angry or discouraged if they fail to respond. If he
tells them of his condition and needs and they do not respond ,
the Lord will charge them with his suffering and give him
credit for enduring the hardships . If the preacher does not tell
them, he will not get credit for hardships he endures, and the
church not kno w ing his condition will not wholly be to blame .
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VIII.

THINGS COMMON
Acts 2 :44-45. "And all that believed were together, and
had all things common; And sold their possessions and goods,
and parted them to all men, as every man had need."
Acts 4 :32-37. "And the multitude of them that believed
were of one heart and of one soul : neither said any of them
that ought of the things which he possessed was his own ;
but they had all things common . And with great power gave
the apostles witness of the resurrection of the Lord Jesus:
and great grace was upon them all. Neither was there any
among them that lacked : for as many as were possessors of
lands or houses sold them, and brought the prices of the things
that were sold, And laid them down at the apostles' feet;
and distribution was made unto every man according as he
had need. And J oses, who by the apostles was surnamed
Barnabas (which is being interpreted, The son of consolation),
a Levite and of the country of Cyprus, Having land, sold it,
and brought the money, and laid it at the apostles' feet."
In Christianity is found equality, opportunity, and privilege based on willing effort. The Christian is one of a great
family more anxious to help than to be helped. The well-to-do
seek for opportunity to assist the unfortunate. The unfortunate were not required to seek aid. This is the idea upon
which the early Christians acted. Every one was supplied
with necessities. The poor had plenty, the more favored considered that his possessions belonged to the Lord and not to
himself. With such a conception in operation Christianity
became very popular . This popularity gathered some impostors and partially converted who sought after "the loaves
and fishes" rather than the spiritual effects upon themselves;
who wanted to be served rather than to be servants, in viola tion of, "If any one work not neither shall he eat."
Some people with property allied themselves with the move22

ment without a full and complete conversion to the principles
of Christianity. With such in the group having "all things
common" could not continue.
In the beginning the saved had completely surrendered
themselves and all they had to the new faith . Their hearts
were filled with love and enthusiasm. They thought and talked
of the character building principles narrated to them by the
apostles. They were not commanded to have all things in
common, but their complete unselfish surrender produced
that result .
Christianity in the full unrestricted operation is an ideal to
climb up to and all the teachings, of the New Te stament, are
to help individuals to climb toward this ideal. Christ brought
from heaven this ideal, He lived up to it, never sinned. He
gave us the principles out of which this idealistic life is to be
formed. God, Christ and the Holy Spirit combine their efforts
to place before the sin-cursed world the perfect system, viz.,
Christ the ideal person to be followed by individuals. This
first church is the ideal church to be followed by other congregations. The individual must, constantly strive and gradually develop. "Growing up into the head, Christ in all things."
The congregations must constantly develop, step by step,
toward the ideal set by this first church (congregation). "But
whso hath this world's good, and seeth his brother have need,
and shutteth up his bowels of compassion from him, how
dwelleth the love of God in him?"
Acts 5 :1-9. "But a certain man named Ananias, with Sapphira his wife, sold a possession, And kept back part of the
price, his wife also being privy to it, and brought a certain
part, and laid it at the apostles' feet. But Peter said, Ananias,
why hath Satan filled thine heart to lie to the Holy Ghost, and
to keep back part of the price of the land? Whiles it remained,
was it not thine own? and after it was sold, was it not in thine
own power?Whyhast
thou conceived this thing in thineheart?
thou hast not lied unto men, but unto God. And Ananias
hearing these words fell down, and gave up the ghost: and
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great fear came on all them that heard these things. And the
young men arose, wound him up, and carried him out, and
buried . him . And it was about the space of three hours after,
when his wife, not knowing what was done, came in. And
Peter answered unto her, Tell me whether ye sold the land
for so much? And she said, Yea, for so much. Then Peter
said -unto her, How is it that ye have agreed together to
tempt the Spirit of the Lord? behold, the feet of them which
have buried thy husband are at the door, and shall carry
thee out."
The selfishness that Ananias and Sapphira admitted into
their hearts caused them to withhold a part of the price of
the land they were pretending to give. They wanted the praise
and honor Joses had received without giving all the money
they had received. So while claiming to give all, they kept
back part of it. They were not commanded to give all of their
money. Every one who gives to the cause of Christ is t.o do
so of his own free will. To claim to give "all we can" without
doing so is to put ourselves in the same position occupied by
Ananias and Sapphira.

IX.

DID NOT COVET
Acts 20 :33-35. "I have coveted no man's silver, or gold, or
apparel. Yea, Ye yourselves know, that the se hands have ministered unto my necessities, and to them that were with me.
I have shewed you all thing s, how that so labouring ye ought
to support the weak, and to remember the words of the Lord
Jesus, how he said, It is more blessed to give than to receive."
The Apostle Paul did not covet and while he had a right to
expect a support while he labored for the church at Ephesus,
he thought it better to take energy from his preaching to
support himself and those that were with him by working with
his own hands but informed these brethren that they had
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neglected their duty in not supporting the gospel. Preachers
may work with a congregation without support, but while the
preacher may be blessed in so doing, the congregation or
church denies itself the deeper benefits, seeing, "It is more
blessed to give than to receive."
Acts 28 :30. "And Paul dwelt two whole years in his own
hired house , and received all that came in unto him ."
The Scriptures plainly show the power and popularity of
the A po stle Paul at the time of his conver sion. Ramsey
(possiblly tradition), tells us he was a man of wealth. Evidently lost his property by accepting Christ. Paul 's power
went with him throughout his life . The enemies of truth confiscated much of his wealth, the remainder he spent in helping
further the cau se. While a prisoner at Rome , he rented a house
in which he abode and preached under guard. The common
prison would not have been convenient for the people to come
to him for religious instructions though it would have been
furnished free and he would have had prison food without
cost , but he preferred to bear the expense in order that he
might do more and so should we. A preacher ma y find it necessary to spend more for living privileges in ord er that he may
do more for the cause of Christ, and to withhold such expense
puts the preacher in the same class with brethren who reduce
their contribution in order that they may spend on their own
plea sure .
X.

PREACHER'S SUPPORT
1 Cor. 9 :11-14. "If we have sown unto you spiritual things,
is it a great thing if we shall reap your carnal things? If others
be partakers of this power over you, a.re not we rather? Nevertheless we have not used this power; but suffer all things,
lest we should hinder the gospel of Christ. Do ye not know
that they which minister about holy things live of the things
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of the temple? And they which wait at the altar are partakers
with the altar? Even so hath the Lord ordained that they
which preach the gospel should live of the gospel."
The Apostle Paul feared that his preaching on the support
of the gospel would be misunderstood if he demanded a support of the Corinthian church. Nothwitstanding
he knew that
the Lord said, "They that preach the gospel should live of the
gospel," therefore, he, Paul had to teach that to the church.
In order that it might have full force he labored with his
hands for his support. People like to see with the physical
eye that for which they spend money; and spiritual blessings
not being visible to the natural eye, it takes a great deal of
teaching to get them to practice the liberality needed to
properly support preaching of the gospel. The Lord does not
allow assessments, but requires free-will offerings. Many in
order to escape the unpleasantness of teaching on the subject
of giving have resorted to all kinds of human plans, sometimes
even making assessments; others allow the cause to drag
rather than set forth repeatedly the divine plan.
The elders and other church leaders do not have the excuse
for neglecting this subject that the Apo stle Paul had for not
demanding a support. Preachers of today would have a support if they would teach again and again everywhere they
go some of the plain passages on this subject. The brotherhood
would respond, and the go spel would be carried into new
fields. Men and women who are now going to their graves in
darkness and disobedience would be taught, enlightened, and
die prepared to spend eternity in heaven.
It is so important that the gospel be preached and that the
preacher be not unduly hindered, the Apostle gives us the
following statements:
Col. 4 :7-8. "All my state shall Tychicus declare unto you,
who is a beloved brother, and a faithful minister and fellow
servant in the Lord: Whom I have sent unto you for the same
purpose, that he might know your estate, and comfort your
hearts."
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While the Apostle was preaching at Thessalonica,
the
Philippians sent to his needs, then while at Rome he sent a
message to advise the Colossians of his needs and to learn
if their condition was such that he could expect help from
them and here emphasizes the importance of a preacher's
advising congregations of his needs while laboring in another
field that, to their ability, they might have part and credit
for the work he was able to do by their assistance .
Rom. 10 :14-15. "How then shall they call on him in whom
they have not believed? and how shall they believe in him of
whom they have not heard? and how shall they hear without
a preacher? And how shill they preach, except they be sent?
as it is written, How beautiful are the feet of them that preach
the gospel of peace, and bring glad tidings of good things!"
Rom. 15 :23-32. "But now having no more place in these
parts, and having a great desire these many years to come
unto you; Whensoever I take my journey into Spain, I will
come to you: for I trust to see you in my journey, and to be
brought on my way thitherward by you, if first I be somewhat
filled with your company. But now I go unto Jerusalem to
minister unto the saints . For it hath pleased them of Macedonia and Achaia to make a certain contribution for the poor
saints which are at Jerusalem. It hath pleased them verily;
and their debtors they are. For if the Gentiles have been
made partakers of their spiritual things, their duty is also to
minister unto them in carnal things. When therefore I have
performed this, and have sealed to them this fruit, I will come
by you into Spain. And I am sure that, when I come unto you,
I shall come in the fullness of the blessing of the gospel of
Christ. Now I beseech you, brethren, for the Lord Jesus
Christ's sake, and for the love of the Spirit , that ye strive
together with me in your prayers to God for me; That I may
be delivered from them that do not believe in J udaea; and
that my service which I have for Jerusalem may be accepted of
the saints; That I may come unto you with joy by the will
of God, and may be with you be refreshed."
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1 Tim. 3 :15. "But if I tarry long, that thou mayest know
how thou oughtest to behave thyself in the house of God,
which is the church of the living God, the pillar and ground
of the truth."
The Lord has not failed to identify those responsible for
carrying out every command He has given. Preaching the
gospel was laid first on the apostles, then on "Faithful men
able to teach others." These preachers were and are to be
"sent." The responsibility for this sending, the Lord placed
on the church, "Pillar and ground" support for having the
gospel preached.
The Apostle expected the brethren at Rome to take care
of him and send him on his way to Spain, refreshing, providing
him with supplies. His traveling equipment , clothes , etc .,
needed to be "refreshed" and Paul here expres ses it as the
duty of the church to supply the preacher with such needs.
Sometimes it was not possible for Paul to make and sell
tents with which to supply his wants. The duty of the church
is so plain in this regard that to neglect their duty may be of
serious consequences to them, even robbing them of their
reward. Their neglect may hinder the preaching of the gospel
thus interfering with the saving of souls. The consequences of
being responsible for the loss of a soul demands serious consideration of every responsibility placed on individuals and
congregations.
The only Christians promised rewards are fruit bearers .
The fruit the Lord desires is souls saved. The individual Christian by "liberalit y " can enable the congregation to send the
preacher into needed fields. If he is not enabled to go, he
cannot bear fruit, but if the church sends him, the church
becomes a participant in all the fruit borne and each Christian
who helped to make the effort possible is a fruit bearer.
Preachers who give their time to studying and preaching
the word must have expenses for themselves and families
while they study as well as while they preach . No preacher is
able to preach publicly every day and night continuously.
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More energy is consumed in preparing a worth-while sermon
than in delivering it and energy is consumed, in delivering an
impressive, effective sermon, seven to nine times faster than
in manual labor. Time for recuperation is necesary. We are
not talking about lazy, idle preachers.
A preacher's time is divided by Sundays. Each week has
seven days of living expenses and when brethren calculate on
his time and support for any Sunday they should figure seven
days and not just one. Two Sundays fourteen days, three Sundays twenty-one days , etc. With such consideration the time,
the busy preacher puts in traveling, studying, recuperating,
and preaching, would all be cared for . Leaders of congregations should acquaint themselves with the preacher's need
and plan to meet it if they would have him at his best and
expect the most satisfactory results from his work.

XI.

CONTRIBUTING
1 Cor. 16 :1-4. "Now concerning the collection for the saints,
as I have given order to the churches of Galatia, even so do ye.
Upon the first day of the week let every one of you lay by
him in store , as God hath pro spered him, that there be no
g ath ering s when I come . And when I come, whomsoever ye
shall approve by your letters, them will I send to bring your
liberality unto Jeru salem. And if it be meet that I go also,
they shall go with me ."
2 Cor . 8 :1-15. "Moreover, brethren , we do you to wit of the
grace of God bestowed on the churches of Macedonia; How
that in a great trial of affliction the abundance of their joy
and their deep poverty abounded unto the riches of their
liberality . For to their power, I bear record, yea, and beyond
their power they were willing of themselves; Praying us with
mu ch intre at y that we would receive the gift, and take upon
u s the fell owship of the ministering to the saints. And this
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they did, not as we hoped, but first gave their own selves to
the Lord, and unto us by the will of God. Insomuch that
we desired Titus, that as he had begun, so he would also
finish in you the same grace also. Therefore, as ye abound in
every thing , in faith, and utterance, and knowledge, and in all
diligence, and in your love to us, see that ye abound in this
grace also. I speak not by commandment, but by occasion of
the forwardness of others, and to prove the sincerity of your
love. For ye know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that,
though he was rich, yet for your sakes he became poor, that
ye through his poverty might be rich. And herein I give my
advice: for this is expedient for you, who have begun before,
not only to do, but also to be forward a year ago. Now therefore perform the doing of it; that as there was a readiness to
will, so there may be a performance also oul of that which ye
have. For if there be first a willing mind, it is accepted according to that a man hath, and not according to that he hath
not . For I mean not that other men be eased, and ye burdened :
But by an equality, that now at this time your abundance
may be a supply for their want, that their abundance also
may be a supply for your want: that there may be equality:
As it is written, He that had gathered much had nothing over;
and he that had gathered little had no lack."
2 Cor. 9 :1-6. "For as touching the ministering to the saints,
it is superfluous for me to write to you: For I know the forwardness of your mind, for which I boast of you to them of
Macedonia, that Achaia was ready a year ago; and yo ur zeal
hath provoked very many. Yet ha ve I sent the brethren , lest
our boasting of you should be in vain in this behalf; that,
as I said, ye may be read y: Lest hap ly if they of Macedonia
com e with me, and find you unpr epared, we (that we say not,
ye) should be ashamed in this same confident boasting. Therefore I thought it necessary to exhort the brethren, that they
would go befo re unto you, and make up beforehand your
bount y, whereof ye had notice before, that the same might
be ready, as a matter of bounty, and not as covetousness. But
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this I say, he which soweth sparingly shall reap also sparingly; and he which soweth bountifully shall reap also bountifully."
The Apostle Paul was especially interested in contributing
to the poor and gives instructions concerning a certain contribution which the Corinthian's had already purposed to raise.
Here four points stand out. A special contribution,
for a
definite purpose, the time to be made, the possibility of a
collection. There are many examples of direct contributions
by individuals to the per son or need , however, when the whole
church has determined to give to a certain cause the aspostle
teaches it is better to put it in a common treasury upon the
first day of the week in advance of the time it is to be used,
"That there be no gathering when I come" shows that if they
had not already raised the amount the apostle expected them
to raise it by "gathering" after he had arrived.
The willingness to give must first be in the heart of the
individual then through the congregation or direct. He may
determine to give a certain amount to the cau se of Christ and
he has the privilege of deciding or leaving the congregation
to decide the purpose for which this money is to be used, but
this independence on the part of the individual should not be
abused and should not be used "to an occasion of the flesh."
In most cases more can be accomplished by unity of action
than by individual. So it is preferable, when conditions will
permit, that the money be put into the common treasury upon
the first day of the week, in raising funds for any work the
church has decided to undertake . When the church has a
variety of things to finance, such purposes should be kept
before the congregation . The purpose for which it is to be
used may or may not be determined in advance . Some brother
may desire to give to a cause in which the church as a whole
is not interested . The church may decide to use its contributions to some one interest while certain individuals prefer
to help another interest. The church has no authority to deny
the privi.lege of the individual to use such a claim for with-
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holding from the treasury any part of his contribution . But
then for him not to liberally contribute to the cause he claimed
to prefer would be to place himself in the class of Ananias
and Sapphira . The benefits to be derived from collective action
should be emphasized without making it imperative . We cannot emphasize too often the importance of the right of individual purpose of the heart, but the individual should not
allow his whims to interfere with the benefits of collecti ve
action. The apostle states plainly that he is not commanding
but simply holding before the church the benefits to be gained
through following the ideal collective action. He shows
through the example of Chri st's becoming poor, how the cause
may be benefited if we through our poverty are willing to
make ourselves poorer that others may have the riches of
the gospel of Christ carried to them. If we see a work that
needs to be done, we need not fear to give of whatever we
have as God is able to bring about conditions that will favor
us in our surroundings. He makes it clear that as we govern
our giving so can the Father govern our receiving, not only
in spiritual affairs, but He is able to reach into the temporal
conditions and needs . But we must not expect Him to assume
our respon sibilities eve n in temporal affairs, but our liberality
will not be overlooked. The liberality of congregations or of
individuals has a benefit beyond their own gifts in that others
are stimulated and encouraged to give more liberally . Incidents of liberality should be told to others, not as a means of
exalting the giver but the gift, that others may be encouraged.
XII.

HEARTGIVING
2 Cor. 9 :7-15. "Every man according as he purpo seth in
his heart, so let him gi ve; not grudgingly, or of necessity: for
God loveth a cheerful giver. And God is able to make all grace
abound toward you; that ye, always having all sufficiency in
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all things, may abound to every good work: (As it is written,
He hath dispersed abroad; he hath given to the poor: his
righteousness
remaineth forever. Now he that ministereth
seed to the sower both minister bread for your food, and
multiply your seed sown, and increase the fruits of your
righteousness);
Being enriched in very thing to all bountifulnes s, which causeth through us thanksgiving to God. For the
administration of this service not only supplieth the want of
the saints, but is abundant also by many thanksgiving unto
God; Whiles by the experime nt of this ministrati on they glorify
God for your profe sse d subjection unto the gospel of Christ,
and for your liberal distribution unto them, and to all men;
And by their prayer for you, which long after you for the
exceeding grace of God in you. Thanks be unto God for his
unspeakable gift."
Attaining to the divine ideal of giving is not a haphazard
process. One could be free of every sin of commission when
measured by what is called morality, may be attendant upon
church gatherings, may be true, kind, meek, humble and still
grievously transgress by omission. In order to avoid such
transgression, we must culti va te, develop, expand our purpose .
We are to make known the desires of our hearts through
praye r ; and if we would be a divinely accepted giver we
must pray earnestly, deeply, steadfastly to overcome our
selfish desires and be a liberal giver. Giving as we purpose in
our hearts, is not enough unless back of that purpose there
is a studious effort to develop it. We are not only responsible
for purposing but also responsible for the strength and the
con sec rated devotion of that purpose. If we arrive at our
purpose with an indifferent carelessless, it will be too weak.
If our purpose is measured by the amount of others, it will
be too narrow and selfish, "God loves a cheerful giver." If we
measure our giving by the ideas of men, by business standards, or human practic e, we cannot reach the goal. If some
calamity should come to our closest earthly friend or fleshly
relative, to what extent would we give or render aid? The
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need for the spread of the gospel is well known. Will we do
as much for it? The most dire fleshly need cannot compare to
the need of a lost soul.
Giving grudgingly, reluctantly denies us the gain secured
through cheerful giving. A cheerful giver doesn't wait until
he has supplied his material needs and contemplates his future
demands before he purposes, but upon the receipt of his wages
immediately examines his heart on how much of it to give,
then adjusts his present and future needs to fit the balance.
To follow this course one must be devotedly, spiritually
minded, whose desire to please the Lord keeps a prayer of
consecration continually before the mind.
God is able to provide us with the things necessary for
"every good work," but we must make the good work our
first consideration. When we satisfy our own desires and let
the work of the Lord drag, because of its meager support,
there is no reason to expect the grace of God to overshadow
us. "God is able to make us abound," prosper. We are to give
as we prosper, if we give sparingly we shall reap sparingly.
No one characteristic, even if raised to its highest development, will make a stable Christian character or bring eternal
rest. Neither can we neglect one, for if we are guilty in one
point we are guilty of all, hence it is of the greatest importance
that the subject of giving be studied in all its points, that it
not be neglected and the law broken in one point and "guilty
of all" be pronounced upon us.

XIII.

DISTRIBUTING
Acts 6 :1-4. "And in those days, when the number of the
disciples was multiplied, there arose a murmuring of the
Grecians against the Hebrews, because their widows were
neglected in the daily ministration. Then the twelve called the
multitude of the disciples unto them, and said, It is not reason
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that we should leave the word of God, and serve tables.
Wherefore, brethren , look ye out among you seve n men of
honest report, full of the Holy Ghost and wisdom, whom we
may appoint over this business. But we will give ourselves
continually to prayer, and to the mini stry of the word."
Di stributing to material needs was not a work to which the
apostles felt they should give their time . Again it is shown
that preaching the word is of more importance than supplying material needs, so that when the n eedy were to be looked
after they called for the se lection of men for the job of spend ing money , purchasing food, etc. These men we re not selected
to raise money nor to wait on the sick. The sisters of the
congregation are usually more adept at lookin g after the sick.
The apostles or elders expected to recei ve the funds by teaching the members their duty that they might lay by in store
and be ready when the needs arose.
The church functions perfectly when its ideals , principles,
and suggestions are devotedly followed , and this is just as true
in raising and spending funds as in all other items .
It is necessary in carrying out the suggestions that we do
not forget its principles. Crossing or conflicting activities are
the results of a failure to understand all that ha s been said on
the subject or to allow selfishness to interfere wit h a consecrated devoted following of the suggestions made in the New
Testament.
When the necessit y arose the ap ost les selected the men to
take charge of and to go forward with the work. They did
not wait to secure more funds but simply set about the work.
When Chri stians see a needed work, they should get about it
and somehow the necessary funds will be found.
Phil. 2 :29-30. "Receive him therefore in the Lord with all
gladness; and hold such in reputation : Because for the work
of Christ he was nigh unto death, not regarding his life , to
supply your lack of service toward me."
Phil. 4 :10-19. "But I rejoiced in the Lord greatly, that now
at the last your care of me hath flouri shed again; wherein ye
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were also careful, but ye lacked opportunity. Not that I speak
in respect of want: for I have learned, in whatsoever state I
am, therewith to be content. I know both how to be abased,
and I know how to abound: everywhere and in all things I
am instructed both to be full and to be hungry, both to
abound and to suffer need. I can do all things through Christ
which strengtheneth
me. Notwithstanding
ye have well done,
that ye did communicate with my affliction. Now ye Philippians know also, that in the beginning of the gospel , when
I departed from Macedonia, no church communicated with
me as concerning giving and receiving, but ye only. For even
in Thessalonica ye sent once and again unto my necessity.
Not because I desire a gift: but I desire fruit that may abound
to your account. But I have all, and abound: I am full, having
received of Epaphroditus
the things which were sent from
you, an odour of a sweet smell, a sacrifice acceptable, wellpleasing to God. But my God shall supply all your need
according to his riches in glory by Christ Jesus."
Here we have an example of giving by an individual, also
by a congregation in order that the Aspostle Paul might be
able to go on with preaching the gospel and while the apostle
appreciated the help, he realized that the giver obtained a
greater benefit than the recipient, it being "more blessed to
give than to receive." If we are fully consecratd in all of
our activities to the glory of Chri st, " God is able to supply all
our needs ." The effect of our deep con secration brings u s so
completely under the power of God that this power which
reaches every detail of material and spiritual existence will
provide for our every need . Not our wants , desires, ambitions,
but our actual needs. We may need to suffer in the flesh in
order to be humbled so if this suffering come s we shall thank
God for it, provided we are sufficiently imbued with spiritual
submission. When we continuously complain of our hardships, difficulties, and privation s, we are lacking in spiritual
understanding.
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XIV.

THE TALENTS
Matt. 25 :14-30. "For the kingdom of heaven is as a man
traveling into a far country, who called his own servants, and
delivered unto them his goods . And unto one he gave five
talents, to another two, and to another one ; to every man
according to his several ability; and straightway
took his
journey. Then he that had received the five talents went
and traded with the same , and made them other five talents.
And Iikwise he that had received two, he also gained other
two. But he that had received one went and digged in the
earth, and hid his lord's money. After a long time the lord
of these servants cometh , and reckoneth with them. And so
he that had received five talents came and brought other five
talents, saying, Lord, thou deliveredst unto me five talents:
behold, I have gained beside them five talents more. His
lord said unto him, Well done, thou good and faithful servant:
thou hast been faithful over a few things, I will make thee
ruler over many things: enter th ou into the joy of thy lord.
He also that had received two talents came and said, Lord,
thou deliveredst unto me two talents; behold I have gained
two other talents beside them . His lord said unto him, Well
done, good and faithful
servant;
thou hast been faithful
over a few things, I will make thee ruler over many things:
enter thou into the joy of thy lord. Then he which had received
the one talent came and said , Lord , I knew thee that thou
art an hard man, reaping where thou hast not sown, and gathering where thou hast not strawed: and I was afraid, and went
and hid thy talent in the earth: Io, there thou hast that is
thine. His lord answered and said unto him. Thou wicked and
slothful servant, thou knewest that I reap where I sowed not,
and gather where I have not strawed: Thou oughte st therefore to have put my money to the exchangers, and then at my
coming I should have received mine own with usury . Take
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therefore the talent from him, and give it unto him which hath
ten talents. For unto every one that hath shall be given, and
he shall have abundance : but from him that hath not shall be
taken away even that which he hath. And cast ye the unprofitable servant into outer darkness: there shall be weeping and
gnashing of teeth." (Luke 19 :11-26.)
The Lord gives several parables connected together, in each
of which the outstanding principle is making u se of opportunity. In one the servant didn't watch, presumed he could
indulge himself, satisfy his evil tendency; he did not make
use of his opportunity to be ready for his lord's coming. The
foolish Virgins were careless and their oil (with us spiritual
interest) burned out and not having a surplus with which to
refill their lamps they were not ready for the Lord 's coming.
A silver talent in American money is about $2,176. In gold
more than $30,000. Money was provided according to the
ability these men had to use it. The first two made good use
of their opportunity and invested this money. The third was
afraid . He had the natural ability to make use of the money
and allowed the opportunity to pass. The Lord knew what He
was doing when He laid out the plan for gathering and distributing funds. The funds w hich come into our hands, in
large or small amounts, are to be used in the furtherance of
the kingdom if we would increase our favor with the Lord .
If we use it as the opportunity comes, our faithfulness will be
appreciated and we shall be blessed double or more than _
double for having used the means in our hands to further
God 's work. But if we are afraid, or for selfish reasons fail to
invest in the Lord's cause even the blessings we already have
will be taken away from us.
In the creation God arranged all things to work out for
man's benefit and His glory . The Christian's possessions or
incomes should be considered as blessings from the Creator.
The blessings or talents are to be used by us in the furtherance
of His kindom . If we withhold or keep them, we are depriving divinity of that which is ju stl y His. If we use them as
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we have opportunity,
God will give us eternal blessings
according to and even beyond the kingdom's increase because
of our investments. If we withhold we shall even lose our
place in the kingdom and be cast out.

xv.
HIRELING
John 10:12-13. "But he that is an hireling, and not the
shepherd, whose own the sheep are not, seeth the wolf coming,
and leaveth the sheep, and fleeth: and the wolf catcheth them,
and scattereth the sheep. The hireling fleeth, because he is
an hireling, and careth not for the sheep."
The contrast between the shepherd and the hireling shows
that the sheep, congregation, should have for leaders ( elders)
men who care, who are devoted to the sheep's welfare. The
hired leader may do a good job adding to the flock, causing it
to grow in numbers and influence, but when he "sees the wolf
coming he will flee." He is not willing to stand the ground
and protect the sheep. It is easy to understand, therefore, why
the Lord ordained that there be a plurality of elders in each
congregation who are to have the supreme authority (next
to Christ) over the congregation. A preacher on occasional
visits cannot understand the individual needs of the sheep.
A preacher may be a good teacher, but should work under
the direction of the elders, not taking charge of the congregation. It is needful, therefore, that each congregation have
leaders who are willing unselfishly to lead the sheep and any
procedure that does not develop this condition in a congregation should be rejected. There should be a constant effort to
develop leaders in each congregation to have charge of the
activities, supervising the work done in and by the congregation.
Such a position is not easily filled. The developing of elders
has been neglected. If young men were taught the benefits
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of preparing themselves for this work through a period of
persistent study and a devoted effort at growth into the
qualifications
of elders, and if congregations
would only
designate the men the Holy Ghost had made overseers, the
question of finances would be properly cared for.
1 Tim. S :17-18. "Let the elders that rule well be counted
worthy of double honor, especially they who labor in the word
and doctrine. For the scripture saith, Thou shalt not muzzle
the ox that treadeth out the corn. And the labourer is worthy
of his reward."
The elder who puts in his time preaching or teaching the
church is not only entitled to the church's appreciation for his
eldership but he also is entitled to the support necessary to
enable him to do this work. Moffatt's translation calls him
"president"
which means he is spokesman for the elders.
Every congregation needs to have leaders, elders, or bishops
and they need to have a spokesman. In every body of men
which functions well some one with the qualifications to listen,
consider, reason, and properly express the wishes, is turned
to for the final word, just as James was , in the conference
at Jerusalem; fifteenth chapter of Acts. In this way a plurality
of elders can combine their strength and instead of each being
one of the heads of the congregations they all act together.
The one acting and speaking for the whole eldership will find
it to advantage to give liberally of his time to the work for
which he should have whatever remuneration is needed , ~nd
the apostle gives us the illustration of the ox and the labourer.
Such an elder should study the disposition, circum stances, and
conditions that play a part in the life of each individual as he
or she develops the Christian character in order that he may
advise, encourage, and if need be, protect them; if he does
this work properly, much of his time will be consumed for
which he should be properly compensated in keeping with his
needs.
In order for an elder to be able properly to lead the congregation, he must have a wide substantial influ ence built
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upon the well grounded confidence that the congregation as
a whole has in his sincerity, abili'ty, and Bible knowledge to
do the work. A hastily developed influence may be just as
hastily de stroyed with a serious consequence.
The labourer who "is worthy of his reward " under consideration by the apostle is one with the qualifications of an
elder with the managing and teaching ability to meet the requirements of the congregation individually and collective as
his only goal. If he has the desire to rule, to dominate, to
build a selfish reputation, to show his authority, to provide
for himself a job, he is not the kind of elder that is entitled
to double honor.

XVI.

AFFAIRS OF LIFE
2 Tim. 2 :4-6. "No man that warreth entangleth himself with
the affairs of this life; that he may please him who hath chosen
him to be a soldier . And if a man also strive for masteries,
yet is he not crowned, except he strive lawfully. The husbandman that laboureth must be first partaker of the fruits."
The apostle instructed Timothy to teach others the thing s
he had been taught. He taught Timothy not to entangle himself with commercial affairs of this life. Why? Because it interfered with the work of preaching the gospel. The importance of the gospel makes the preaching of it the most
particular, exacting work in the world. He must teach lawfully
and to do so he must stud y without distraction. If he jumps
to conclusions because of a lack of study and investigation,
he may start some individual or congregation on the road to
destruction. It is much easier to twist the human mind than
it is to straighten the mind after it has been twisted. The
Apostle Paul was a mind analysis expert. Not only so, but he
had been schooled in the religious thought of his day, and after
being endowed with the Holy Spirit he was able to quickly
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see all the truth on any given subject. While we have the same
Spirit he had, we do not have the miraculous ( direct Divine
contact) and must have time to study the word in order
to find out what God , Christ , and the Holy Spirit would have
us teach. When Paul began preaching he knew more about
the condition, viewpoint, and state of mind of the people about
him than the preachers of today usually learn in a life time.
Therefore, he could spend a part of his time working with
his hands without interfering with his teaching as such work
interferes with the preachers of today. He told Timothy not
to entangle himself with the affairs of this life not because he
thought Timothy too good to work at material things, but
because he knew that it would interfere with the effectiveness
of his studying and teaching the word.
In the question of giving, the preacher's support is to have
the first consideration. Not the preacher who puts in most of
his time doing something else, but the preacher who gives all
his time studying and teaching that he may "run lawfully."
The preacher critic likes to say "Paul labored with his hands,"
but never mentions that the apostle said, "Forgive me this
wrong," nor mentions that the apostle said he had a right to
demand support . Paul holds out the idea that he could have
done more if the church had performed its duty. With these
facts before him he instructed Timothy the better course to
pursue.

XVII.

SELF SUPPORT
1 Thes. 4 :11-12. "And that ye study to be quiet, and to do
your own business, and to work with your own hands, as we
commanded you; That ye may walk honestly toward them
that are without, and that ye may have lack of nothing."
2 Thes. 3 :8-12. "Neither did we eat any man 's bread for
nought; but wrought with labour and travail night and day,
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that we might not be chargeable to any of you: Not because
we have not power, but to make ourselves an ensample unto
you to follow us. For even when we were with you, this we
commanded you, that if any would not work, neither should
he eat. For we hear that there are some which walk among
you disorderly, working not at all, but are busybodies. Now
them that are such we command and exhort by our Lord
Jesus Christ, that with quietness they work, and eat their
own bread."
The Christian should not look to the world to donate a
support except as a last resort. The unconverted are not in
sympathy with Christianity; they are looking for opportunity
to find fault. Christians should be willing to suffer rather than
to bring reproach; be ready to labor in the most humble way
rather than to ask help from the outside, even if the income
from such labor be so small they would have to work "night
and day." Neither should members look to the church for
help while they go about in idleness or work so slothfully as
to be denied employment. A Christian should endeavor to
serve in the most effective way possible. If the worldly employees with whom he labors are careless, the Christian should
be the more careful. If they put forth less effort than they
should, the Christian may set an example by doing even more
than was expected.
The apostle had a right to demand support but he did not
because the conditions and circumstances made it necessary
for him to work among the Thessalonians at his own charge.
The faithful, earnest gospel preacher often finds himself in the
same situation. To even admit his need of support would cause
some to think, "he is preaching for money" and this thought
would be such a hindrance to his preaching that in spite of
his efforts he would be unable to teach them, or to persuade
them to obey the truth. It was this condition at Thessalonica
that caused the Apostle Paul to appreciate so deeply the help
sent from Philippi and the efforts made by Epaphroditus (who
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evidently helped Paul make tents) working so hard "night and
day" that he made himself sick.

XVIII.

RELIEFSENT
Acts 11 :29-30. "Then the disciple s, every man according to
his ability, determined to send relief unto the brethren which
dwelt in Judea: Which also they did, and sent it to the
elders by the hands of Barnabas and Saul."
It seems that brethren at Antioch acted more upon an individual effort than upon a collective one . Many young converts seemed then as well as now to have a preference for
making their contribution as a personal affair, rather than a
congregational affair, and while this practice continued unforbidden the Scriptures teach plainly that the better plan is
to place the funds in a common trea sury where and when the
church has a mind to make a contribution to any given cause.
This passage shows that the individuals gave according to
their ability as they had purposed in their hearts and the
funds were sent by Paul and Barnabas who had a knowledge
of the conditions of the church at Jerusalem as well as at
Antioch. This practice led to a criticism of Paul and caused
him later to shun the handling of funds which were con tributed for relief of others .
Rom. 12 :8,13,20. "Or he that exhorteth, on exhortation: he
that giveth let him do it with simplicity; he that ruleth, with
diligence; he that showeth mercy, with cheerfulness . Distributing to the necessity of saints; given to hospitality.
Therefore if thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give
him drink; for in so doing thou shalt heap coals of fire on his
head."
Stingy, stinted, or ungracious giving does not bring heart
balm to the giver. There should be such a liberal simplicity
connected with the giving that the performance is robbed of
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all high-hatted snobishness and the recipient is put at ease, and
is enabled to feel the essence of love found in all divinely
prompted giving.
We should not withhold necessities even from our enemies.
We would not give to our enemy as liberally as we would to
others, lest he use it to destroy the things for which we are
working, but we should satisfy his actual needs, whatever
they are, and do it in such a kind, sympathetic way that he
may be caused to realize that we are not his enemy, and do
not desire or seek his injury. In this way we may cause him
to look beyond man and see the Divine.

XIX.

PURPOSEFOR LABORING
Eph. 4 :-28. "Let him that stole steal no more; but rather
let him labour, working with his hands the thing which is
good, that he may have to give to him that needeth."
The ultimate end to be obtained by engaging in any work
or business is to be able to help others, however we are not
to "Do evil that good may come." We are not to engage in
any questionable business, nor can we justify a dishonest
securing of funds by what we give.
I Tim. 5 :16. "If any man or woman that believeth have
widows, let them relieve them, and let not the church be
charged; that it may relieve them that are widows indeed."
The widow that is not able to maintain herself from property or toil and has no relative to support her is a widow
indeed. If the widow has kin as close as a nephew, they are
the ones to support her, that the church may look after those
who cannot otherwise have support. The Apostle puts those
who neglect their kin in a bad class when he says, "But if
any provide not for his own, and specially for those of his own
house, he hath denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel."
1 John 3 :17-18. "But whoso hath this world's good, and
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seeth his brother have need, and shutteth up his bowels of
compassion from him, how dwelleth the love of God in him?
My little children, let us not love in word, neither in tongue;
but in deed and in truth." (Luke 3 :11).
The real test comes when the opportunity is presented for
sharing possessions with those in need . When a person who
has labored, saved, and been very diligent unto business
comes to divide with another less thrifty, no human standard
can be followed. In the beginning God gave man every opportunity to keep his oul clean. This opportunity man threw
away; again offered help, man depised it, turned away another opportunity, but God so loved the world that he made
further provisions for the indiscreet wasteful human family.
In material things it is necessary for those who have, to
help those who have not. They may have acted unwisely,
even despised their opportunity, but when the hour of need
arrives we will help them if we can, provided "the love of God
dwells in us." This indeed is a strong statement but is a
divine one and our attitude at such a time gives us an unmistakable divine "mark."
Lip service, empty excuses or
"dead faith" are not accepted in heaven. It is "doing the
work" from the heart that counts.
God knew what man
needed and every direction, suggestion, and command, when
devotedly followed, leads us toward the heavenly state of
mind necessary to make the kind of an individual for which
heaven exists .

xx.

LAZARUSAND THE RICH MAN
Luke 16 :19-31. "There was a certain rich man, which was
clothed in purple and fine linen, and fared sumptuously every
day: And there was a certain beggar named Lazarus, which
was laid at his gate, full of sores, And desiring to be fed with
the crumbs which fell from the rich man's table: moreover
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the dogs came and licked his sores . And it came to pass,
that the beggar died, and was carried by the angels into
Abraham's bosom; the rich man also died, and was buried;
and in hell he lift up his eyes, being in torments, and seeth
Abraham afar off, and Lazarus in his bosom. And he cried
and said, Father Abraham, have mercy on me, and send
Lazarus, that he may dip the tip of his finger in water, and
cool my tongue; for I am tormented in this flame. But
Abraham said, Son, remember that thou in thy lifetime receivedst thy good things, and likewise Lazarus evil things :
but now he is comforted, and thou are tormented.
And besides all this, between us and you there is a great gulf fixed;
so that they which would pass from hence to you cannot;
neither can they pass to us, that would come from thence.
Then he said, I pray thee therefore, father, that thou wouldest
send him to my father's house: For I have five brethren; that
he may testify unto them, lest they also come into this place
of torment.
Abraham saith unto him, They have Moses and
the prophets ; let them hear them. And he said, Nay, father
Abraham; but if one went unto them from the dead, they will
repent. And he said unto him, If they hear not Moses and
the prophets, neither will they be persuaded, though one rose
from the dead."
Abraham was a personification
of faithfulness and his
bosom was the personification
of righteousness
in which
Lazarus was seen by the rich man. This shows that Lazarus
while in the flesh was a righteous man and one that feared
God. His poverty did not interfere with his righteous life.
He was not saved because he was poor, a beggar, but possibly
h e was a beggar because of his righteousness.
He would not
allow his poverty and suffering to interfere with his soul's
reverence and fidelity to a righteous life, showing the possibility of our service to God in spite of the most abject
poverty. The rich man allowed his riches, comfort, and ease
so completely to occupy his mind that he neglected righteousness. His comfort and ease not only blinded his eyes to the
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needs of the poor, but also to the consequences of the life he
lived, which shows how the possession of riches with its attendant indulgences interferes with our living a life that
brings the final heavenl y r ewar d and how poverty with its
attendant denial of our indulgence ma y help us to completely
surrender to a life of righte ousne ss which will enable us to
enjoy heaven's greatest riches and ..tom forts. The indulgence
of our material desires tends t o lead u s from heaven, while
a denial of them tends to lead u s toward heaven . The hardships of poverty tend to humbl e us, the ease of riches tends
to make us hard , haughty, and independently self reliant.

XXI

WOMEN MINISTERED
Luke 8 :2-3. "And certain women, which had been healed
of evil spirits and infirmities, Mary called Magdalene, out
of whom went seven devils. And Joanna the wife of Chuza,
Herod's steward, and Susanna , and many others, which ministered unto him of their substance."
The Lord settles the question of the right and privilege of
wom en to give out of "their sub stance ." They helped the
Lord in His work by providing the things He needed; a
clear eample of how women may help further the cause of
the Master.
It did not say they proclaimed the gospel but,
"ministered unto him" that did proclaim the gospel. Women
who give "of their substance" to have the gospel preached
are giving unto the Lord.
Rom. 16 :1-4. "I commend unto yo u Phebe our sister,
which is a servant of the church which is at Cenchrea: That
ye receive her in the Lord, as becometh saints, and that ye
assist her in whatsoever business she hath need of you: for
she hath been a succourer of many, and of myself also .
Greet Priscilla and Aquila, my helpers in Christ Jesus: Who
for my life laid down their own necks: unto whom not only
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I give thanks, but also all the churches of the Gentiles."
We should be ready to help all who are making a special
effort to h elp tho se giving their time to the furtherance of
the gospel. When we help in a busines way, a liberal supporter of the furtherance of the gospel, we are in an indirect
way contributing to the work of the Lord.
Men or women who have shown interest in or been helpers
to laborers in the vineyard are entitled to be treated with a
welcome and eco uragement of genuine hospitality. If they
have been willing helpers of others, they are not to be treated
as strangrs but given greetings of friendliness that would
naturally belong from us to the one they had been helping.

XXII.

PAYING TRIBUTE
Matt. 17 :24-27. "And when they were come to Capernaum,
they that received tribute money came to Peter, and said,
Doth not your master pay tribute? He saith, Yes. And when
he was come into the hou se, Je sus prevented him, saying,
What thinkest thou, Simon? of whom do the kings of the
earth take custom or tribute? of their own children, or of
strangers? Peter saith unto him, Of strangers.
Jesus saith
unto him, Then are the children free. Not withstanding, lest
we should offend th em, go thou to the sea, and cast an hook,
and take up the fish that first cometh up; and when thou
hast opened his mouth, thou shalt find a piece of money;
that take, and give unto them for me and thee." (Mark
12:13-17; Rom. 13:6-7).
Peter had some earthly possessions; the Lord had none,
yet he paid tribute (taxes) and so did Peter.
The earthly
government had no real right to collect them, but to avoid
criticism, the Lord instructed, gave example to His followers
to pay tribute.
The family of a ruler was not supposed to pay tribute,
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Christians are the children of God; yet, to avoid cntic1sm
Jesus taught us to pay. In Christ's kingdom as sessments of
tribute or taxes are not made. The financial needs of His
kingdom are to be met by free-will offerings .
Luke 20 :22-25. " It is lawful for us to give tribute unto
Caesar, or no? But he percei ved their craftiness, and said
unto them, Why tempt ye me? Show me a penny. Whose
image and superscription hath it? They answered and said,
Caesar's. And he said unto them, Render therefore unto
Caesar the things which be Caesar 's, and unto God the things
which be God's."
If we are due to pay tribute (taxes) we should pay them.
A Christian should not defraud Caesar (government).
It is
not right to hold back that which belongs to the government.
If we can keep covered up and hid it is wrong to do so and
it is just as important that we pay tribute unto God. We
cannot hide from Him what we owe Him and to attempt to
do so will poison our own heart and thereby unfit it for the
heavenly abode. Every institution needs funds to enable it
to carry on. Human institutions levy tribute upon their members and the loyal supporters pay. God has arranged voluntary tribute for the divine institution. Failure to gladly pay
this tribute shows our disloyalty and demonstrates our unworthiness to enjoy its benefits.
In levying taxes the Civil Government provides means to
compel payment.
Such taxes are for material or present
benefits. The divine government requires tributes for present
and eternal benefits. The latter is of much greater importance
than the former, yet, many pay more taxes for material benefit than they give tribute for spiritual. A proper understanding and appreciation will cause the Christian to give more to
the work of the divine institution than to the human . The
penalty for failing to pay the human institution is levied
against property; the penalty for failing to give to the divine
institution is levied against the soul.
1 Cor. 6 :7. "Now therefore there is utterly a fault among
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you, because ye go to law one with another. Why do ye not
rather take wrong? why do ye not rather suffer yourselves
to be defrauded?"
The world looks upon the courts of the land as the highest
tribunal of justice and if a man is being wronged the worldly
decision is "stick up for your rights" and the injured party
goes into court even though it costs him twice the amount
of that of which he was defrauded. He worries, frets, builds
up a feeling of resentment against his adversary; but the
Christian has a higher court of justice. He suffers himself
to be defrauded, dismisses it from his mind. First has a feeling
of submission followed by one of pity, then followed by one
solicitousness, followed by one of genuine love. In such a
court the loser wins and the offender is often brought to
repentance. The church is a court.

XXIII.

HOSPITALITY
1 Cor. 16 :6: "And it may be that I will abide, yea, and
winter with you, that ye may bring me on my journey whithersoever I go."
Titus 3 :12-14: "When I shall send Artemas unto thee, or
Tychicus, be diligent to come unto me to Nicopolis: for I
have determined there to winter. And let ours also learn to
maintain good works for necessary uses, that be not unfruitful."
Philemon 1 :22: "But withal prepare me also a lodging:
for I trust that through your prayers I shall be given unto
you."
1 Pet. 4 :9-10: "Use hospitality one to another without
grudging. As every man hath received the gift, even so
minister the same one to another, as good stewards of the
manifold grace of God."
3 John 1 :6-8: "Which have borne witness of thy charity
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before the church: whom if thou bring forward on their
journey after a godly sort, thou shalt do well: Because that
for his name's sake they went forth taking nothing of the
Gentiles. We therefore ought to receive such, that we might
be fellow-helpers to the truth."
Heb. 13 :2: "Be not forgetful to entertain strangers: for
thereby some have entertained angels unawares."
The importance of entertaining
brethren, strangers, and
especially preachers is strongly emphasized by the apostles.
However, in this present day there seems to be a tendency to
overlook or disregard this very important Christian characteristic. Sometimes members feel embarrassed, or prefer not to
have their preachers "put up with them." This embarrassment should not be felt by the very poorest. The preacher
of the gospel who is worthy will appreciate whatever accommodations the family has. On the other hand we should all
be willing to share our accommodations with the workers "in
the vineyard."
The Apostle was accustomed to winter with the brethren.
I cannot conceive of him just sitting around putting most of
his time in talking about the weather, politics, or adversely
criticizing some individual or church, but when he was in
these communities he utilized his time teaching, "publicly
and from house to house" and often he had others with him
doing the same things. A working preacher could accomplish
much and be well worth the keep of himself and companions in
any community that would have a mind to arrange and make
good use of such an opportunity,
provided of course the
preacher was willing to teach "day and night," "publicly
and from house to house."
The persons partaking of the hospitality of brethren should
be careful not to make themselves obnoxious. A complainer,
who becomes bothersome, troublesome, and a handicap is not
entitled to very much hospitality.
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XXIV.

SOUL TAKE THY REST
Luke 12 :16-21: "And he spake a parable unto them, saying,
The ground of a certain rich man brought forth plentifully:
And he thought within him self, say ing, What shall I do, because I have no room where to bestow my fruits? And he
sa id, This will I do: I will pull down my barns, and build
greater; and there will I bestow all my friuts and my goods.
And I will say to my soul, Soul, thou hast much goods laid up
for many years; take thine ea se, eat, drink, and be merr y.
But God said unto him, Thou fool, this night thy soul shall
be required of thee: then whose shall those things be, which
thou hast provided? So is he that layeth up treasure for
himself, and is not rich toward God."
The Psalmi st said, "Today if ye will hear his voice harden
not your hearts." The rich man was not concerned about his
Spiritual needs. His great desire was to make provisions for
things in this life and when pro spe rit y came in abundance
he thought only of the abundant joy to be had in the material
life and planned to lay up this great wealth that he might
"eat, drink and be merry." The possibility of his being called
to account and of his wealth being left behind had not occured to him . He could have been using it to the glory of
God, for while he lived it was his to control. He could have
enjoyed spending his wealth putting truth, purity and eternal
happiness before others, but he hoarded and kept his goods
until the expansion demanded he provide larger quarters.
While he was piling up this wealth his soul was in Spiritual
poverty, unprepared to meet God and so will be each of us
who lay up treasures on earth and are not "rich toward God ."
How much better it would be to heed "Sell that ye have and
give alms."
1 Tim. 6 :6-10: "But godliness with contentment is great
gai n. For we brought nothing into this world, and it is certain
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we can carry nothing out. And having food and raiment let
us be therewith content. But they that will be rich fall into
temptation and a snare, and into many foolish and hurtful
lusts, which drown men in destruction and perdition .For the
love of money is the root of all evil: Which while some coveted after, they have erred from the faith , and pierced themselves through with many sorrows."
Heb. 13 :5: "Let your conversation be without covetousness; and be content with such things as ye have: for he hath
said, I will never leave thee, nor forsake thee."
The Apostle in a few words has touched a vital point in
the lives of all, both men and women. There is but one
thing in the world that will give contentment,
a well developed godliness, and this development comes to most of us
with much difficulty, through tedious self-denial under a continuous guarding of thoughts, words and acts, but when we
have it we can be content with the real necessities of life.
They that desire to be rich cannot be contented, because
such a desire is contrary to contentment; the two cannot dwell
together and the love for money can be diminished or killed ,
but it cannot be satisfied. The man without a dollar may
desire to be rich, to him a small amount might mean riches,
but when he gets that he wants more . He plans what he will
do when he has gained a certain amount , but hi s con stant attention to obtaining this gain causes the desire to grow till
it demands more and more and more so that it is impossible
for an individual who has begun with thi s de sire to stop
except he turn to the power of God and place hims elf with
all he has at the feet of Jesus. So long as he continues with
the desire the hurtful lusts will gather about him thicker and
thicker and whether poor or rich the fight must be made in
the divine way.
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XXV.

LOVE FOR MONEY
Luke 22 :3-6: "Then entered Satan into Judas surnamed
Iscariot, being of the number of the twelve. And he went his
.way, and communed with the chief priests and captains, how
he might betray him unto them. And they were glad, and
covenanted to give him money And he promised, and sought
opportunity to betra y him unto them in the absence of the
multitude." (Matt. 26 :14-16, Mark 14 :lQ-11).
Judas who looked after the financial needs ( carried the
money) while the twelve were accompany in g the Lord , looked
at things from a material , financial side. He had seen the
Lord escape from the Jews many times and possibly felt
Jesus could escape again, so Satan, through Judas' desire
for funds, led him to sell the Lord for money, believing perhap s that he could get the money without bringing harm to
the Lord , as shown by the fact that Judas repented when he
realized that the Lord would not use divine power to escape
the consequences
of his detrayal.
Repentance , howe ve r,
could not erase what Judas had done, his desire for the
material was responsible for his loss. "The love of money is
the root of all evil."
A strong admonition for caution. Even when we raise
money for the cause of Christ, the raising of these funds must
not be allowed to cause us to sell, sacrifice, or forfeit the
pre-eminence in our hearts of Christ and His principles. "The
zeal of thine house has eaten me up."
Funds cannot be raised for the kingdom with material,
selfish prompting without betraying the higher Spiritual purpose of the kingdom .
Acts 8 :18-20: "And when Simon saw that through laying
on of the apostles' hands the Holy Ghost was given, he offered them money, Saying, Give me also this power, that on
whomsoever I lay hands, he may receive the Holy Ghost.
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But Peter said unto him, Thy money perish with thee, because
thou hast thought that the gift of God may be purchased
with money."
The sin of Simon was not that he desired the gift, but that
he "thought" that the blessings of the Spirit could be bought
with material substance,
money. There is not a single
spiritual blessing that can be bought with money. Every one,
by obedience from the heart, secures the blessings for himself. Others may be helped or encouraged to do the same
things for themselves. Giving is not to help those who give
by purchasing for themselves exemptions, neither can we take
m oney and buy spiritual benefits as we would coal, cloth es,
er corn. The benefit one gets out of giving comes from the
sacrifices made. Simon wanted to make material profit by
his purchase. The rebuke Peter gave him was severe and
effective.

XXVI.

FIRST CONSIDERATION
Matt. 26:6-11: "Now when Jesus was in Bethany, in the
house of Simon the leper, There came unto him a woman
having an alabaster box of very precious ointment, and poured
it on his head, as he sat at meat. But when his disciples saw
it, they had indignation , saying, To what purpose is this
waste? For this ointment might have been sold for much, and
given to the poor. When Jesus understood it, he said unto
them, Why trouble ye the woman? for she hath wrought a
good work upon me. For ye have the poor always with you;
but me ye have not always. For in that she hath poured this
ointment on my body, she did it for my burial." (Mark
14:3-9, John 12:1-8).
The pouring of the ointment on Jesus' head was not for
immediate effect, but for His burial. The excuse the disciples
made (not because they cared for the poor) received a severe
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rebuke from the Lord, yet, we hear people making the same
excuse today. Preaching the gospel is neglected because the
immediate results are not apparent or we think we need to
spend the money "for the poor." It is common to hear leaders
in a congregation say, "We have had to help the poor so
much we just cannot have preaching." Individuals are heard
to say, "I just cannot give because I am going to have to
have to help (sometimes a relative), the poor . "Christ teaches
that preaching the gospel (his death, burial, resurrection)
comes first, is more important than material food. There are
more people starving for spiritual food than for material food;
There are thousands of souls naked for every one whose body
is in need for clothing; there are multitudes that are so
numbed by the chill of sin that they do not feel their lost
condition, for every one who has a chilled body. This incident
teaches conclusively that it is much more important to bring
the gospel to the spiritually poor than it is to bring bread to
the physically hungry. We should not neglect the physical
needs of the poor, but this work should at no time interfere
with the feeding of souls the satisfying food to be found in
the gospel of Christ.
Gal. 2 :10: "Only they would that we remember the poor;
the same which I also was forward to do."
The general tendency to neglect teaching the poor has ever
been too prevalent. The Lord gave us one evidence of His
divinity, "The poor have the gospel preached to them." He
spent much of his time with _ them, yet emphasized the importance of their spiritual need over the material, when he
said, "The poor you have with you always." The Apostle
Paul showed the same consideration.
He was forward in
recognizing the material needs of the poor, while at the same
time he urged in practice and teaching the more important
part is carrying the gospel to them.
If we would impress the world with our adherence to the
Divine institution we too must see to it that the poor have
the gospel preached to them. If we are negligent in this work
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the insincerity of our claim that "we go by the book" is so
manifest, others are disgusted rather than impressed by
our declaration.
1 Cor. 15 :58: "Therefore, my beloved brethren, be ye
steadfast, unmovable, always abounding in the work of the
Lord, forasmuch as ye know that your labour is not in vain
in the Lord."
2 Cor. 9 :8: "And God is able to make all grace abound
toward you; that ye, always having all sufficiency in all
things, may abound to every good work."
Phil. 4 :19: "But my God shall supply all your need according to his riches in glory by Christ Jesus."
Every institution must have funds with which to defray
expenses. So long as a portion of the church dwells in the
flesh, funds will be needed and the more supplied the greater
will be its opportunity for accomplishments when these funds
come from devoted consecrated members. The congregations
need song books and other material incidentals; will need to
care for the aged needy, the sick , the crippled, widows and
orphans, all this takes money and should be provided by individual members making sacrifices, and much more should
he used in having the gospel preached, all the time, every,vhere. Each congregation should endeavor to establish, or
help establish one or more congregations every year.
Here is work for leaders and they cannot escape the
responsibility.
If they do not teach the congregation to provide the funds, as the Lord has directed, they are guilty of
encouraging the church to hold, "The truth in unrighteousness."
Leaders should discuss publicly and privately each Scripture in the New Testament
dealing with the question of
giving, to encourage more activity, that the church have the
preachers do more preaching that more souls have the gospel
preached to them; that the members may be helped to understand the Lord's instructions and the individual duty of each
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that they may give in a way and to the extent
have treasures in heaven.
Leaders will find the suggestions in this book
a copy should be made available to each family
gregation. If this is done and they are urged
question, you need not be surprised to see
double.

that they will
beneficial and
in every conto study the
contributions

I
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HEAVENLY TREASURE
Matthew 13 :4: "Again, the kingdom of
heaven is like unto trea sure hid in a field;
the which when a man hath found, he hideth,
and for joy thereof goeth and selleth all that
he hath, and buyeth that field."
The treasure is the heavenly abode, the
field the Christian life, every hindering ambi tion must be dispensed with in order to become a possessor of the fulness of the Christian life.
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THINGS OF WORLD
1 John 2 :15-16: "Love not the world,
neither the things that are in the world. If
any man love the world, the love of the
Father is not in him."
1 Timothy 6 :10: "For
the root of all evil :
coveted after, they have
and pierced themselves
sorrows."
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the love of money is
which while some
erred from the faith,
through with many

TRUE RICHES
Revelations 3 :17-18: "Because thou sayest,
I am rich, and increased with goods, and
have need of nothing; and knowest not that
thou art wretched, and miserable, and poor,
and blind, and naked: I counsel thee to buy
of me gold tried in the fire, that thou mayest be rich; and white raiment, that thou
mayest be clothed, and that the shame of thy
nakedness do not appear; and anoint thine
eyes with eyesalve, that thou mayest see."
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